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Abstract
This work explores fundamental statistical and thermodynamic properties of short-and long-range-interacting
systems. The purpose of this study is twofold. Firstly, we rigorously prove that the probability distribution of
arbitrary few-body observables is restricted by a Gaussian concentration bound (or Chernoff–Hoeffding inequality)
above some threshold temperature. This bound is then derived for arbitrary Gibbs states of systems that include
long-range interactions Secondly, we establish a quantitative relationship between the concentration bound of the
Gibbs state and the equivalence of canonical and micro-canonical ensembles. We then evaluate the difference in
the averages of thermodynamic properties between the canonical and the micro-canonical ensembles. Under the
assumption of the Gaussian concentration bound on the canonical ensemble, the difference between the ensemble
descriptions is upper-bounded by
[
n−1 log(n3/2∆−1)
]1/2 with n being the system size and ∆ being the width of the
energy shell of the micro-canonical ensemble This limit gives a non-trivial upper bound exponentially small energy
width with respect to the system size. By combining these two results, we prove the ensemble equivalence as well
as the weak eigenstate thermalization in arbitrary long-range-interacting systems above a threshold temperature.
Keywords:
Long-range-interacting systems, Concentration bound, Chernoff–Hoeffding inequality, Ensemble equivalence,
Eigenstate thermalization hypothesis, Weak eigenstate thermalization
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Highlights:
* Foundational treatment of thermodynamics and statistical mechanics in generic long-range-interacting systems
* Proof of a Gaussian concentration bound on the probability distribution of observables
* Equivalence between canonical and micro-canonical ensembles proven for long-range-interacting systems
* Weak eigenstate thermalization in long-range-interacting systems is proven
* The width of the energy shell can be taken exponentially small with respect to the system size
1. Introduction
In recent years, systems that include long-range interactions have become ubiquitous in various experimental
setups for studying atomic, molecular, and optical systems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. These systems often exhibit
novel physics that do not appear in short-range interacting systems [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. In both experimental and
theoretical contexts, long-range-interacting systems play crucial roles in modern physics. Most existing analyses
of short-range interacting systems require non-trivial modifications before they can be applied to systems with
long-range interactions.
In the present paper, we consider an open question about the equivalence between canonical and micro-canonical
ensembles (Fig. 1), including systems with long-range interactions (see also outlook in the review [13]). A micro-
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Figure 1: Schematic of a canonical and a micro-canonical ensemble. The canonical ensemble is characterized by the distribution
e−βE/Z with Z being the partition function (green curve). The micro-canonical ensemble is defined by the uniform distribution within
an energy shell (orange region). The precise definitions are shown in Eq. (24). The problem of ensemble equivalence is about whether
these two ensembles have similar expectation values for thermodynamic quantities such as magnetization. Our goal is to quantitatively
evaluate the dependence of ensemble equivalence on the system size n and the width of the energy shell ∆. Theorem 2 shows that the
ensemble equivalence of Gibbs states is deeply related to the concentration bound (2). By proving the concentration bound with γ = 2
in generic long-range-interacting systems above a threshold temperature (Corollary 1), we rigorously prove the equivalence of canonical
and micro-canonical ensembles in long-range-interacting systems.
canonical ensemble describes the state distribution of an isolated system with fixed total energy, while a canon-
ical ensemble characterizes the state distribution of a system connected to a heat bath at a fixed temperature.
The equivalence of these two types of ensemble has been studied over a long time as a fundamental subject in
statistical mechanics. The traditional studies on the ensemble equivalence focus on the thermodynamic func-
tions [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. More recently, the ensemble equivalence has been further extended to expectation
values for arbitrary local observables [21, 22, 23]. In such a generalization, there are many open problems especially
on the finite-size effect for the error between the two ensembles.
The problem of ensemble equivalence can be classified roughly into three categories: i) conditions where the
two ensembles are equivalent in the thermodynamic limit, ii) quantitative estimation of the difference between the
two ensembles for a fixed system size, iii) the possible widths of the energy shell in a micro-canonical ensemble as
a function of the system size. As for the problem i), extensive studies have been published both in classical [14, 15,
18, 20] and quantum many-body systems [16, 17, 19, 21]. More recently, regarding the problem ii), the finite-size
effect on ensemble equivalence was considered explicitly in Refs. [22, 23]. For an arbitrary observable, the difference
between the averages of the canonical and the micro-canonical ensembles has been quantitatively determined under
the assumption of clustering (i.e., exponential decay of bipartite correlations). So far, state of the art analyses of
this problem estimate the difference as O(n−1/4) [23] with n being system size under the assumptions of clustering
and rapid convergence of the Massieu function. Finally, the problem iii) is raised as an open question that is
relevant to the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) [22]. In other words, if one chooses an arbitrarily small
energy width ∆, even a single eigenstate (i.e., ∆→ +0) is equivalent to the canonical ensemble. However, the ETH
is known to be violated in integrable systems, so the energy width is in fact limited unless some specific properties
of the dynamics are assumed [24, 25].
This paper aims to derive a non-trivial lower bound on the energy width of generic models without assuming
specific dynamical properties of the system. We note that it is already known that the energy width can be as
small as O(n−1/2+η) (η > 0) for short-range-interacting spin systems [23]). The analysis given below goes beyond
this estimation with a cluster-expansion analysis of the generic models.
In long-range-interacting systems, ensemble equivalence can be violated [26, 27]. Considering this, we aim
to identify the conditions under which ensemble equivalence is reliably ensured. When analyzing the ensemble
equivalence, we need to discuss the properties of the canonical state (i.e., the Gibbs state or the thermal-equilibrium
state) at finite temperatures:
ρ = e
−βH
Z
(1)
with Z := tr(e−βH), where H and β are the system’s Hamiltonian and the inverse temperature, respectively. At
temperatures above a critical threshold (or in high-temperature phases), the clustering property has been proven
in both classical systems [28] and quantum-spin systems [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] with short-range interactions. However,
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long-range-interacting systems do not usually have a finite correlation length at any temperature, so we need to
rely on a property other than the clustering.
In the present paper, we use the concentration bound as the basis of our analysis. If the spins are independent of
each other, the following Chernoff–Hoeffding concentration inequality [34, 35] is known to hold. Roughly speaking,
this inequality states that the probability distribution for a macroscopic observable is concentrated tightly around
the average value. Let us consider a product state ρ0 = ρ1⊗ρ2⊗· · ·⊗ρn of an n-spin system. Then, the Chernoff–
Hoeffding inequality upper-bounds the probability distribution of a one-body observable A =
∑n
i ai with ‖ai‖ = 1
in Gaussian form: ∫ ∞
x0+〈A〉
tr[ρ0δ(A− x)]dx ≤ exp
[
−C
(
x0√
n
)γ]
(x0 > 0), (2)
with γ = 2, where δ(x) is the delta function, 〈A〉 := tr(ρ0A) and C is a constant that does not depend on the
system size n. We are concerned with whether the inequality (2) holds beyond the setup of product states and one-
body observables. In weakly correlated spin systems, inequality (2) has been generalized in several ways. First, for
product states or short-range entangled states (see [36] for the definition), inequality (2) with γ = 2 has been proven
for probability distributions of generic few-body observables [37, 38]. If we consider more general classes of states,
the concentration inequality can be derived less strictly (i.e., γ < 2): γ = 1 for gapped ground states [39, 40] and
γ = 1/(D+ 1) (D: the system dimension) for states with clustering [38]. In these works, the locality of interactions
in the Hamiltonian plays a central role [41]. Moreover, if we restrict the analysis to classical spin systems with
short-range interactions, the concentration inequalities have been extensively investigated [42, 43, 44, 45] at both
high temperatures (γ = 2) and low temperatures (γ < 2).
In this paper, through the cluster expansion, we derive the Gaussian concentration bound, for a generic many-
body systems including long-range systems. Below, we list our findings in this paper:
1. The Gaussian concentration inequality (γ = 2) is rigorously proven for long-range-interacting systems above
a threshold temperature (see Corollary 1).
2. Under the assumption that the concentration bound applies, we quantitatively prove the equivalence of
canonical and micro-canonical ensembles (see Theorem 2).
3. By applying Theorem 2 to high-temperature Gibbs states, the difference between the canonical and micro-
canonical ensembles is bounded from above by
[
n−1 log(n3/2∆−1)
]1/2
. Ensemble equivalence holds for suffi-
ciently large systems (or n 1) as long as ∆ = exp(−n1−η) with η > 0.
The above three results solve the problems i) to iii) accurately in the viewpoint of the system-size dependence.
For problem i), ensemble equivalence in long-range-interacting systems is rigorously proven above a threshold
temperature (see Eq. (9) for the specific value). For problem ii), the quantitative difference in the averages of
the canonical and the micro-canonical ensembles is bounded by O(n−1/2) up to a logarithmic correction for ∆ =
1/poly(n). Finally, for problem iii), ensemble equivalence holds approximately even for the energy width of ∆ =
e−O(n) (see Corollary 3). Because the density of states in energy spectrum is eO(n) at most, the energy gap smaller
than e−O(n) implies that the individual eigenstates become visible and affect the ensemble equivalence. We note
that the realization of ensemble equivalence for the infinitesimal limit of energy width leads to the ETH. However,
the ETH cannot be proven without imposing specific properties such as the non-integrability of the system [24, 25].
Hence, it is plausible that one cannot reduce the energy gap smaller than e−O(n) in the present general framework.
We thus conclude that our estimation for the limitation to the energy width is qualitatively precise.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain the setup of our analysis and our main
findings about the concentration bound using the cluster expansion. In section 3, we apply our findings to ensemble
equivalence and the weak version of the ETH. In section 4, we discuss future perspectives. In section 5, we outline
the mathematical structure we used to derive the results.
2. Setup and Main results
We consider a quantum spin system with n spins, where each of the spins has d-dimensional Hilbert space.
We let V = {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} be the whole set of spins, and we denote the local Hilbert space by Hv (v ∈ V ) with
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dim(Hv) = d. Now, the total Hilbert space is given by H := ⊗v∈V Hv with DH := dim(H) = dn. We define
the space of linear operators on H as B(H). To characterize the interactions between spins, we write the system
Hamiltonian H ∈ B(H) as
H =
∑
|X|≤k
hX , (3)
where each of {hX}|X|≤k denotes an interaction between the spins in X ⊂ V . The Hamiltonian (3) describes
a generic k-body-interacting system. We define E as the set of all eigenstates and describe each of the energy
eigenstates as |E〉 ∈ E such that H|E〉 = E|E〉.
We next consider the Hamiltonian for which the spectrum of the local Hamiltonian is finite. More precisely, we
impose the condition ∑
X:X3v
‖hX‖ ≤ g for ∀v ∈ V, (4)
where ‖ · · · ‖ is the operator norm and∑X:X3v sums up all the interactions that involve the spin v. We can directly
obtain the following inequality for the total norm of the Hamiltonian:
‖H‖ ≤
∑
v∈V
∑
X:X3v
‖hX‖ ≤
∑
v∈V
g = g|V | = gn (5)
Thus, inequality (4) upper-bounds the one-spin energy by g.
The above class of Hamiltonians includes long-range-interacting spin systems with a power-law decay on a
lattice along with the short-range-interacting case. For example, let us consider the following Hamiltonian of a
D-dimensional lattice system that has interactions with a power-law decay of 1/rα (r: interaction length):
H = 1
N˜
∑
i,j
J
rαi,j
(σxi σxj + σ
y
i σ
y
j + σzi σzj ), (6)
with J = O(1), where ri,j is the Manhattan distance between spins i and j defined by the lattice geometry and N˜
is determined so that the finite norm (4) of the local Hamiltonian is satisfied. If the exponent α is greater than D,
we have N˜ = O(1). On the other hand, for α ≤ D, we need to consider that N˜ = O(nD−α) due to condition (4).
In this example, we have k = 2 in Eq. (3). This type of the interaction contains the Blume–Emery–Griffiths (BEG)
model with infinite-range interactions (i.e., α = 0). In this model, the ensemble inequivalence has been previously
investigated at low temperatures [26]. On the other hand, our result on the ensemble equivalence in Sec. 3 is
applied to high-temperatures as in (9) and does not contradict the results in [26]. Moreover, it is noteworthy that
the Hamiltonian (3) can also apply to quantum systems within infinite-dimensional networks, in which the breaking
of ensemble equivalence has been reported [46].
Throughout this paper, we consider the Gibbs state of the Hamiltonian H with inverse temperature β as follows:
ρ := 1
Z
e−βH , Z := tr(e−βH). (7)
Here, we aim to prove the following theorem below a certain threshold β < βc, where βc does not depend on the
system size n, but only on k and g.
Theorem 1. Let F ∈ B(H) be an arbitrary operator subject to the same conditions as (4), namely
F :=
∑
|X|≤k
fX with
∑
X:X3v
‖fX‖ ≤ g for v ∈ V. (8)
Then, if the inverse temperature satisfies
β < βc :=
1
8e3gk , (9)
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the Gibbs state ρ satisfies the following inequality:
log
[
tr
(
e−τFρ
)] ≤ −τ〈F〉β + τ2F¯
βc − β − |τ | , (10)
where
〈F〉β := tr(Fρ) (11)
and we assume |τ | < βc − β and F¯ are defined as F¯ :=
∑
|X|≤k ‖fX‖.
For the sake of a clear presentation, we give the proof in the section 5 and next we discuss several physical
applications of the theorem.
This theorem implies the following Chernoff–Hoeffding inequality:
Corollary 1. We assume the conditions of Theorem 1 and let Pρ(x) be
Pρ(x) := tr[ρδ(x−F)] (12)
with δ(x) being the delta function. We then obtain
Pρ(|x− 〈F〉β | ≥ x0) :=
∫
|x−〈F〉β |≥x0
Pρ(x)dx ≤ 2 exp
(
− x
2
0
cβF¯
)
(13)
where we define
cβ :=
2
βc − β . (14)
We next compare the above concentration inequality with findings from the literature. Around the average value
x0 = O(n1/2), the well-known central-limit theorem has been derived for several classes of quantum systems with
translational invariance [47, 48, 49, 50]. This theorem states that the distribution of a macroscopic observable is not
only bounded by Gaussian function, but it also converges to a Gaussian normal distribution in the thermodynamic
limit (n → ∞). The more-refined statement of the Berry-Essen theorem [51, 52] has been proven for arbitrary
quantum states that have the property of clustering [22]. Both the above theorems impose a stronger limitation
than inequality (13) in that they prove exact convergence to the Gaussian distribution in the limit n → ∞. On
the other hand, for finite n, these theorems cannot give the tight asymptotic behavior of the tail of probability
distribution; indeed, the optimal convergence behavior is O(1/√n) at most, as found in Ref. [22].
As for the asymptotic behavior of finite systems for x0 = O(n), various studies have addressed the large
deviation [53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. The large-deviation theorem asserts that the probability becomes exponentially small
as the system size n increases:
Pρ(|x− 〈F〉β | ≥ x0) = exp
[−nI(x0/n) +O(n1−κ)] (15)
with κ > 0, where the rate function I(·) is non-zero and smooth. The large-deviation theorem is stronger than
the Chernoff–Hoeffding inequality (13) since it gives the correct asymptotic exponential decay in the probability
for x0 = O(n). However, the large-deviation theory is focused on the large-deviation function I(x0/n) and does
not discuss the rate of decay around the average value due to the sub-leading term of O(n1−κ) that is written in
Eq. (15). This aspect is crucial when discussing how finite size affects the equivalence between the canonical and
micro-canonical distributions (see Sec. 3).
Proof of Corollary 1. Without loss of generality, we here set 〈F〉β = tr(Fρ) = 0 and τ ≤ (βc − β)/2, and
inequality (10) then reads
tr
(
e−τFρ
) ≤ ecβτ2F¯ . (16)
Using the above inequality, we obtain for 0 < τ < βc − β and x ≥ 0
Pρ(x ≥ x0) =
∫
x≥x0
tr[ρδ(x−F)]dx =
∫
x≥x0
tr[ρeτFe−τFδ(x−F)]dx
≤ e−τx0 · tr (eτFρ)
≤ e−τx0+cβτ2F¯ = exp
(
cβF¯
[
τ − x0/(cβF¯)
]2 − x20/(cβF¯)) . (17)
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By using F¯ ≥ ‖F‖ ≥ x0, we have
x0
cβF¯
≤ 1
cβ
= βc − β2 . (18)
Thus, τ can be chosen as τ = x0/(cβF¯) ≤ (βc − β)/2 in (17) and we obtain inequality (13) for x0 ≥ 0. We can
prove the case of x0 ≤ 0 in the same way. This completes the proof of Corollary 1. 
The Chernoff–Hoeffding inequality (13) also gives information about the density of states:
Corollary 2. For an arbitrary few-body Hamiltonian like that of Eq. (3) with (4), the total number of energy
eigenstates in E ∈ [−x0, x0] is bounded from below by
# {|E〉 ∈ E|E ∈ [−x0, x0]}
dn
≥ 1− 2 exp
(
− x
2
0
c0gn
)
, (19)
where c0 = 2/βc and we set tr(H) = 0.
Remark. This corollary does not characterize the Gibbs states but instead relates to the Hamiltonian itself.
This analysis rigorously proves that the density of energy eigenstates follows the Gaussian concentration bound as
the temperature goes to infinity. Thus, the spectral distributions of all few-body Hamiltonians resemble those of
one-body Hamiltonians. This result is a generalization of the Keating’s proof [58] (see Theorem 2 in the references)
that the Gaussian concentration (19) holds for translation-invariant spin chains.
Proof of Corollary 2. By choosing the infinite-limit temperature states (i.e., β = 0) in Corollary 1, we find
ρ = 1ˆ/dn and F = H
1
dn
∫
|x−tr(H)/dn|≥x0
tr[δ(H − x)]dx ≤ 2 exp
(
− x
2
0
c0H¯
)
. (20)
Note that 〈H〉β = tr(H)/dn for β = 0. Applying the condition tr(H) = 0, we have
# {|E〉 ∈ E|E ∈ [−x0, x0]} =
∫
|x|≤x0
tr[δ(H − x)]dx = 1−
∫
|x|>x0
tr[δ(H − x)]dx (21)
and the condition (4) gives
H¯ :=
∑
|X|≤k
‖hX‖ ≤ gn. (22)
Then, by applying Eq. (21) and inequality (22) to (20), we obtain the inequality (19) under the condition tr(H) = 0.
This completes the proof. 
3. Concentration bound and Equivalence of the canonical and the micro-canonical distributions
We here consider the equivalence of the canonical and micro-canonical distributions. Following the setup
discussed in Refs. [22, 23], we first define the canonical and micro-canonical averages of an arbitrary operator
O ∈ B(H) as follows:
〈O〉β := 1
Z
tr(Oe−βH), (23)
〈O〉U,∆ := 1NU,∆
∑
E∈(U−∆,U ]
〈E|O|E〉, (24)
where (23) and (24) are the averages of observable O over the canonical and micro-canonical ensembles, respectively.
The quantity NU,∆ is the total number of energy eigenstates in E ∈ (U −∆, U ], namely,
NU,∆ := tr
 ∑
E∈(U−∆,U ]
|E〉〈E|
 . (25)
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To characterize the micro-canonical ensemble, we choose U as
U = δν∗, ν∗ := argmaxν∈Z
(
e−βν∆Nνδ,δ
)
, δ := min(∆, 1/β) (26)
If ∆ ≤ 1/β the width of energy shell ∆ is equal to δ. In the standard formulation of the micro-canonical ensemble,
the energy U is fixed arbitrarily and the choice of (26) is not standard; for example, in Ref. [22], U was defined as
tr(ρH). However, we adopt the choice (26) following Ref. [23] in order to apply the proof techniques therein.
We are interested in the difference between the canonical average 〈F〉β and the micro-canonical average 〈F〉U,∆.
For this purpose, we aim to prove that almost all the eigenstates in the energy shell (U − ∆, U ] have the same
expectation value as 〈F〉β . We consider the probability distribution PU,∆(x) such that
PU,∆(x) =
1
NU,∆
∑
E∈(U−∆,U ]
δ(x− 〈E|F|E〉). (27)
We now aim to derive the upper bound on the cumulative probability distribution as
PU,∆(|x| ≥ x0) :=
∫ ∞
x0
PU,∆(x)dx+
∫ x0
−∞
PU,∆(x)dx. (28)
Based on a concentration bound like (2), we can prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let F ∈ B(H) be a few-body operator as in Eq. (8). Under the assumption that a Gibbs state (7)
satisfies the following concentration bound for F such that
Pρ(|x− 〈F〉β | ≥ x0) =
∫
|x−〈F〉β |≥x0
Pρ(x)dx ≤ exp
[
−
(
x0√
c˜gn
)γ]
(29)
with γ and c˜ a positive constant of O(1), we have
PU,∆(|x− 〈F〉β | ≥ x0) ≤ Cδ exp
[
−γ
( |x0 − 〈F〉β |√
c˜egn
)γ]
, (30)
where
Cδ :=
16e2√gn
γ
√
c˜
(
1 + gn
δ
)
= O(δ−1n3/2). (31)
This theorem implies the following corollary:
Corollary 3. Under the assumption in Theorem 2, we have
1
n
|〈F〉U,∆ − 〈F〉β | ≤ C2
log1/γ
(
δ−1n3/2
)
√
n
, (32)
with C2 being a constant that depends only on the parameters g, γ and c˜. For arbitrary  > O(n−1/2), we have
1
n |〈F〉U,∆ − 〈F〉β | ≤  as long as δ ≥ exp
[
−C(2n)2/γ
]
with C = O(1).
Before giving the proof, we introduce the following useful lemma that was proven in a previous publication [59].
Lemma 1. Let p(x) be an arbitrary probability distribution whose cumulative distribution is bounded from above:
P (|x− a| ≥ x0) :=
∫
|x−a|≥x0
p(x)dx ≤ min(1, e−xγ0/σ+x1) , γ > 0, σ > 0, x0 > 0 . (33)
Subsequently, for arbitrary k ∈ N, we obtain∫ ∞
−∞
|x− a|kp(x)dx ≤ (2σx1)k/γ + k
γ
(2σ)k/γΓ(k/γ) (34)
with Γ(·) as the gamma function.
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Proof of Corollary 3. If we apply this lemma to probability (30) with the parameter set as
{a, γ, σ, x1, k} = {〈F〉β , γ, (c˜egn)γ/2, log(Cδ), 1}, (35)
we obtain inequality (32). This completes the proof. 
This theorem has several interesting implications:
1. Theorem 2 does not necessarily assume that the system is at a high temperature.
2. The theorem is concerned with the specific choice of operator F , which satisfies the concentration inequal-
ity (29).
3. If the Chernoff–Hoeffding inequality holds (i.e., γ = 2), ensemble equivalence holds approximately for expo-
nentially small energy widths as δ = exp(−C2n).
4. If we consider a high-temperature Gibbs state with β < βc := 1/(8e3gk), from Corollary 1, assumption (29)
holds for arbitrary few-body operators with c˜ = cβ and γ = 2. Thus, from Corollary 1 and 3, we can prove
ensemble equivalence for arbitrary long-range-interacting systems above the temperature threshold βc.
Applying this corollary to the high-temperature regime, we conclude that ensemble equivalence holds approxi-
mately even for exponentially small energy width ∆. At first glance, this conclusion contradicts counterexamples
to the ETH such as many-body localization [25], under which no single eigenstate has the thermal property. In our
theorem, it is true that the energy width can be as small as e−C2n. However, in this energy shell, there is still an
exponentially large number of eigenstates as NU,∆e−C2n, where NU,∆ is typically as large as the total dimension
of the Hilbert space dn. In order to reduce the micro-canonical ensemble to a single eigenstate, we have to choose
sufficiently small ∆ that NU,∆e−C2n = O(1), but such a choice of the energy width no longer gives a non-trivial
bound on 1n |〈F〉U,∆ − 〈F〉β |. The seeming contradiction can thus be resolved.
On the other hand, in low-energy regions, the energy density NU,∆ can be much smaller than the total dimension
of the Hilbert space dn. If the concentration bound holds at low-temperatures, even a single eigenstate can resemble
the canonical ensemble. It indeed occurs under the assumption of the clustering property at sufficiently small
temperatures [59].
3.1. Weak eigenstate thermalization
Before giving the proof of Theorem 2, we will briefly discuss weak eigenstate thermalization [60, 61]. Under the
eigenstate thermalization hypothesis, all the eigenstates in an energy shell have the same properties as the canonical
state, while the weak eigenstate thermalization hypothesis argues that most of the eigenstates in an energy shell
have the same properties. As discussed in Ref. [61], we consider the variance of 〈E|F|E〉 in the energy shell:
1
NU,∆
∑
E∈(U−∆,U ]
( 〈E|F|E〉
n
− 〈F〉U,∆
n
)2
(36)
If this variance approaches 0 in the limit n→ 0, almost all the eigenstates have the same expectation value as the
micro-canonical average 〈F/n〉U,∆. Our concern is the effect from finite-sized variance with respect to the system
size n.
Next, we will prove the following corollary:
Corollary 4. Under the assumption in Theorem 2, we have
1
NU,∆
∑
E∈(U−∆,U ]
( 〈E|F|E〉
n
− 〈F〉U,∆
n
)2
≤ C ′2
log2/γ
(
δ−1n3/2
)
n
, (37)
with C ′2 being a constant that depends only on the parameters g, γ and c˜.
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Therefore, provided that ∆ = 1/poly(n) (i.e., δ = 1/poly(n) from Eq. (26)), this estimation gives the upper
bound on the variance of F/n by O(log2/γ(n)/n). Up to the logarithmic correction, this estimation is qualitatively
sharp since recent calculations by Alba [62] indeed showed that a (1/2)-spin isotropic Heisenberg chain expresses
the variance on the order of O(1/n).
Proof of Corollary 4. We first set 〈F〉β = 0. Using definition (30), we first obtain
1
NU,∆
∑
E∈(U−∆,U ]
( 〈E|F|E〉
n
− 〈F〉U,∆
n
)2
= 1
n2
∫ ∞
−∞
x2PU,∆(x)dx− 1
n2
(∫ ∞
−∞
xPU,∆(x)dx
)2
≤ 1
n2
∫ ∞
−∞
x2PU,∆(x)dx (38)
Under this assumption, we obtain inequality (29) for PU,∆(x) with 〈F〉β = 0. Hence, we can utilize Lemma 1 by
choosing the parameters
{a, γ, σ, x1, k} = {0, γ, (c˜egn)γ/2, log(Cδ), 2}. (39)
Then, inequality (34) gives (37). This completes the proof. 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2
Throughout the following proof, we set 〈F〉β = 0. We begin with the mth moment function (m is even):
MU,∆(m) :=
∫ ∞
−∞
xmPU,∆(x)dx. (40)
From the definition (27), we have
MU,∆(m) =
1
NU,∆
∑
E∈(U−∆,U ]
(〈E|F|E〉)m
≤ 1NU,∆
∑
E∈(U−∆,U ]
〈E|Fm|E〉 = 〈Fm〉U,∆ . (41)
For an arbitrary quantum state |ψ〉, we have
(〈ψ|F|ψ〉)m ≤ 〈ψ|Fm|ψ〉 (42)
due to the convexity of xm (m is even).
Second, we consider the following relation which will be proven in the subsequent subsection
〈O˜〉U,∆
〈O˜〉β
≤ 2e
(
1 + gn
δ
)
. (43)
for arbitrary non-negative operators O˜ ∈ B(H). By choosing O˜ = Fm ≥ 0, we have
MU,∆(m) ≤ 〈Fm〉U,∆ ≤ 2e
(
1 + gn
δ
)
〈Fm〉β
≤ 8e
γ
(
1 + gn
δ
)
(c˜gn)m/2
(
m+ 1
γ
)(m+1)/γ
, (44)
where we have exploited the fact that the assumption (29) implies
〈Fm〉β ≤ 4(c˜gn)
m/2
γ
Γ
(
m+ 1
γ
)
≤ 4(c˜gn)
m/2
γ
(
m+ 1
γ
)(m+1)/γ
, (45)
with Γ(·) being the gamma function.
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Then, by using inequality (44), we obtain
PU,∆(x ≥ x0) =
∫ ∞
x0
PU,∆(x)dx ≤ 1
xm0
∫ ∞
x0
xmPU,∆(x)dx
≤ 8e
γ
(
1 + gn
δ
)( c˜gn
x20
)m/2(
m+ 1
γ
)(m+1)/γ
= 8e
γ
(
1 + gn
δ
)( x20
c˜gn
)1/2 [(
m+ 1
γ
)2/γ
c˜gn
x20
]m+1
2
. (46)
We now choose
m+ 1 =
⌊
γ
(
x20
c˜egn
)γ/2⌋
or 1, (47)
and inequality (46) reduces to
PU,∆(x ≥ x0) ≤
8e2√gn
γ
√
c˜
(
1 + gn
δ
)
exp
[
−γ
(
x0√
c˜egn
)γ]
, (48)
where we use x20/c˜gn ≤ gn/c˜ since x0 ≤ gn. We thus obtain inequality (30) by combining the cases of PU,∆(x ≤
−x0). 
3.2.1. Proof of inequality (43)
For this proof, we consider
〈O˜〉U,∆ = 1NU,∆
∑
E∈(U−∆,U ]
〈E|O˜|E〉
≤ e
βU
NU,∆
∑
E∈(U−∆,U ]
e−βE〈E|O˜|E〉
≤ Ze
βU
NU,δ
∑
E∈(−∞,∞)
1
Z
e−βE〈E|O˜|E〉 ≤ Ze
βU
NU,δ 〈O˜〉β , (49)
where NU,∆ ≥ NU,δ because δ = min(∆, 1/β) ≤ ∆.
To bound ZeβUNU,δ from above, we consider
Z =
∑
E∈(−‖H‖,‖H‖]
e−βE ≤
∑
ν∈Z:νδ∈(−‖H‖−ν,‖H‖+ν]
Nνδ,δe−βδ(ν−1)
≤ eβδ
(
2 + 2‖H‖
δ
)
max
ν∈Z
(Nνδ,δe−βνδ)
≤ 2e
(
1 + gn
δ
)
Nν∗δ,δe−βν∗δ = 2e
(
1 + gn
δ
)
NU,δe−βU , (50)
where we have used inequality (5), δ = min(∆, 1/β) and the definition of U in Eq. (26). By combining inequali-
ties (49) and (50), we obtain inequality (43). 
4. Summary and future perspectives
This paper has rigorously analyzed the concentration bound and the equivalence of canonical and micro-
canonical distributions in long-range-interacting systems. The first theorem 1 (or Corollary 1) ensures that the
Gaussian concentration inequality holds above a temperature threshold βc = 1/(8e3gk) with g and k being the
parameters of the Hamiltonian. We then connected the concentration bound to ensemble equivalence with The-
orem 2. This theorem is not restricted to high-temperature Gibbs states so it can be applied to more-general
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cases. When applying the theorem to the high-temperature Gibbs states, the Gaussian concentration bound im-
plies 1n |〈F〉U,∆ − 〈F〉β | ≤ C2
(
n−1 log
(
∆−1n3/2
))1/2 for arbitrary few-body operators F ∈ B(H) with ∆ (≤ 1/β)
being the width of the energy shell. As shown in Corollary 4, we also proven the existence of weak eigenstate ther-
malization, namely that almost all the eigenstates in the energy shell have a value similar to the micro-canonical
average. The above results are a first theoretical step in the quantitative treatment of ensemble equivalence and
weak eigenstate thermalization in generic quantum systems that undergo long-range interactions.
Several open questions remain. First, the Gaussian concentration bound in Corollary 1 is applied to only
systems with few-body observables as Eq. (8). This class of observables accounts for almost all thermodynamic
properties that could be of interest. However, to discuss the distance of traces between the reduced density
matrices of canonical and micro-canonical states, we need to consider the summation of non-local operators (see
Refs. [22, 23, 59]):
F˜ =
n˜∑
i=1
F˜i, ‖F˜i‖ ≤ 1, (51)
where {F˜i}n˜i=1 is supported for large subsystems Bi ⊂ V with |Bi|  1 that are not overlapped with each other (i.e.,
Bi ∩Bj = ∅). In this case, we still expect the Gaussian concentration inequality to be in the form of exp[−x2/(cn˜)]
above a threshold temperature. Unfortunately, the present proof cannot be extended to this case.
The second open question is whether we can prove ensemble equivalence for long-range-interacting systems
at low temperatures. We have already shown that the concentration bound (29) on Gibbs states is a sufficient
condition for ensemble equivalence to hold. We note that the bound should not hold universally since violation of
ensemble equivalence has been reported in Refs. [26, 27]. Therefore, a central task of future work is to identify the
conditions under which the concentration bound (29) holds at low temperatures.
Finally, further applications of the concentration bounds to other problems in statistical mechanics remain as
an important future challenge.
5. Proof of Theorem 1
In the following, we give the proof of Theorem 1. The proof consists of several propositions (Propositions 1, 2,
3 and 4), whose proofs are shown in Appendices.
5.1. Cluster notation
We first define several basic terminologies. We define Ek as the set of X ⊂ V such that |X| ≤ k, namely
Ek :=
{
X ⊂ V ∣∣|X| ≤ k}. (52)
We call a multiset w = {X1, X2, . . . , X|w|} withXj ∈ Ek for j = 1, 2, . . . , |w| as “cluster”, where |w| is the cardinality
of w (i.e., the number of subsets in w). Here, w is an unordered list in which the same element can appear more
than once. Also, the notation ⊕ indicates the union of two multisets, for example {X1, X2, X2} ⊕ {X1, X1, X3} =
{X1, X1, X1, X2, X2, X3}. We denote by Cm the set of w with |w| = m. We define Vw ⊆ V as
Vw := X1 ∪X2 ∪ · · · ∪X|w|. (53)
Also, we define the connected cluster as follows:
Definition 1. (Connected cluster) For a cluster w ∈ C|w|, we say that w is a connected cluster if there are
no decompositions of w = w1 ⊕ w2 (w1 6= ∅, w2 6= ∅) such that Vw1 ∩ Vw2 = ∅. We denote by Gm the set of the
connected clusters with |w| = m.
Definition 2. (L-connected cluster, FIG. 2) For any L ⊂ V , we say that a cluster w is L-connected when
ω ⊕ {L} is connected in the sense of Def. 1; that is, there are no decompositions of w = w1 ⊕ w2 (w2 6= ∅) such
that (L ∪ Vw1) ∩ Vw2 = ∅. We denote by GLm the set of the connected clusters to L with |w| = m.
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(b) Case of w /∈ GL4
Figure 2: Schematic pictures of clusters with w ∈ GL4 and w /∈ GL4 . Each of the elements {Xs|Xs ∈ Ek} is a subset of the total set V
(i.e., X ⊂ V ). In (a), there there are no decompositions of w = w1 ⊕ w2 such that (L ∪ Vw1 ) ∩ Vw2 = ∅ for w = {X1, X2, X3, X4},
whereas in (b) the decomposition w′ = w′1 ⊕ w′2 with w′1 = {X′2, X′3} and w′2 = {X′1, X′4} satisfies (L ∪ Vw1 ) ∩ Vw2 = ∅.
5.2. Cluster expansion
We here introduce the cluster expansion to derive the moment generating function tr(e−τFρ). In order to treat
the cluster expansion in simpler ways, we are going to use the following parametrization which has been also utilized
in Ref. [63]. We first parametrize H by a parameter set ~a := {aX}X∈Ek as
H~a =
∑
X∈Ek
aXhX , (54)
where H~1 = H with ~1 = {1, 1, . . . , 1}. By using Eq. (54), we define a parametrized Gibbs state ρ~a as
ρ~a :=
e−βH~a
Z~a
(55)
where Z~a := tr(e−βH~a). Similarly, we parametrize F by F~b as in Eq. (54); that is, F~b =
∑
X∈Ek bXfX . In the
cluster expansion which has been utilized in Ref. [32, 33, 57], they consider the Taylor expansion of e−βH~a with
respect to the parameters ~a. Instead, we here utilize the Taylor expansion of log
[
tr
(
e−τF~bρ~a
)]
with respect to the
parameters ~a and ~b.
First, the Taylor expansion of ρ~1 with respect to ~a reads
ρ~1 =
∞∑
m=0
1
m!
[( ∑
X∈Ek
∂
∂aX
)m
ρ~a
]
~a=~0
=
∞∑
m=0
1
m!
∑
X1,X2,...,Xm∈Ek
m∏
j=1
∂
∂aXj
ρ~a
∣∣∣
~a=~0
, (56)
where ~0 = {0, 0, . . . , 0}. By using the cluster notation, we obtain∑
X1,X2,...,Xm∈Ek
=
∑
w∈Cm
nw, (57)
where w = {X1, X2 . . . , Xm} and nw is the multiplicity that w appears in the summation. For example, we have
nw = 12 for w = {X1, X1, X2, X3}. With this expression, one can write ρ~1 as
ρ~1 =
∞∑
m=0
1
m!
∑
w∈Cm
nwDwρ~a
∣∣∣
~a=~0
with Dw :=
m∏
j=1
∂
∂aXj
. (58)
We second expand the generating function log
[
tr
(
e−τF~bρ~1
)]
with respect to~b. In the same way as the derivation
of Eq. (58), we obtain
log
[
tr
(
e−τF~1ρ~1
)]
=
∞∑
m=0
1
m!
∑
X1,X2,...,Xm∈Ek
m∏
j=1
∂
∂bXj
log
[
tr
(
e−τF~bρ~1
)] ∣∣∣∣
~b=~0
=
∞∑
m=1
1
m!
∑
X∈Ek
∂
∂bX
∑
w∈Cm−1
nwD˜w log
[
tr
(
e−τF~bρ~a
)] ∣∣∣∣
~b=~0
, (59)
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where we dropped the term with m = 0 because of log[tr(ρ~1)] = 0, and we defined
D˜w :=
∏
X∈w
∂
∂bX
. (60)
The term with m = 1 gives∑
X∈Ek
∂
∂bX
log
[
tr
(
e−τF~bρ~1
)] ∣∣∣∣
~b=~0
= −τ
∑
X∈Ek
tr(fXρ~1) = −τtr(Fρ~1), (61)
which reduces Eq. (59) to
log
[
tr
(
e−τF~1ρ~1
)]
+ τtr(Fρ~1)
=
∞∑
m=2
1
m!
∑
X∈Ek
∂
∂bX
∑
w∈Cm−1
nwD˜w log
[
tr
(
e−τF~bρ~1
)] ∣∣∣∣
~b=~0
=
∞∑
m1=1
∑
X∈Ek
∑
w1∈Cm1
nw1D˜w1⊕{X}
(m1 + 1)!
∞∑
m2=0
∑
w2∈Cm2
nw2Dw2
m2!
log
[
tr
(
e−τF~bρ~1
)] ∣∣∣∣
~a=~0,~b=~0
, (62)
where we use the expansion (58) for ρ~1 and D˜w1⊕{X} = (∂/∂bX)D˜w1 in the second equation.
The expansion (62) is only the multi-parameter Taylor expansion in itself. However, we can prove that the
summation with respect to
∑
w∈Cm reduces to quite a simple form by using the following proposition (see Appendix
A for the proof):
Proposition 1. For arbitrary w1 ∈ Cm1 and w2 ∈ Cm2 , we have
Dw2D˜w1 log
[
tr
(
e−τF~bρ~a
)] ∣∣∣
~a=~0,~b=~0
= 0 for w1 ⊕ w2 /∈ Gm1+m2 . (63)
By applying the above proposition to the cluster expansion (62), we obtain
log
[
tr
(
e−τF~1ρ~1
)]
+ τtr(Fρ~1)
=
∑
X∈Ek
∂
∂bX
∞∑
m1=1
∞∑
m2=0
∑
w1∈Cm1 ,w2∈Cm2
w1⊕w2∈GXm1+m2
nw1nw2
(m1 + 1)!m2!
D˜w1Dw2 log
[
tr
(
e−τF~bρ~1
)] ∣∣∣∣
~a=~0,~b=~0
, (64)
where we use the definition 2.
5.3. Summation of the expansion
In order to upperbound the summation with respect to connected clusters, the estimation of the upper bound
of
Dw2D˜w1
∂
∂bX
log
[
tr
(
e−τF~bρ~a
)] ∣∣∣
~a=~0,~b=~0
. (65)
is crucial. Because of ∂∂bX logZ~a = 0, we first obtain
∂
∂bX
log
[
tr
(
e−τF~bρ~a
)]
= −τ tr
(
fXe
−τF~be−βH~a
)
tr(e−τF~be−βH~a)
= −τtr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
)
, (66)
where Φ~a,~b is defined as
Φ~a,~b :=
e−τF~be−βH~a
tr(e−τF~be−βH~a)
. (67)
In the following proposition, we give an explicit form of Dw2D˜w1tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
)∣∣
~a=~0,~b=~0 (see Appendix B for the
proof).
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Proposition 2. Let us take m copies of the total Hilbert space H and consider H⊗m+1 = H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ · · · ⊗Hm+1.
We here introduce the following notation:
〈· · ·〉q0 :=
trH⊗q (· · · )
trH⊗q (1ˆ)
(68)
for an arbitrary q ∈ N. Then, for an arbitrary cluster w = w1 ⊕ w2, we have
Dw2D˜w1tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
)
|~a=~0,~b=~0
=(−τ)
m1
m1!
(−β)m2
m2!
∑
σ1,σ2
〈
f
(0)
X f
(1)
X1,σ1(1)
f
(2)
X1,σ1(2)
· · · f (m1)X1,σ1(m1)h
(m1+1)
X2,σ2(1)
h
(m1+2)
X2,σ2(2)
· · ·h(m)X2,σ2(m2)
〉m+1
0
, (69)
with w1 = {X1,j}m1j=1, w2 = {X2,j}m2j=1 and m1 +m2 = m, where for an arbitrary operator O ∈ B(H) we define
OHs :=
s−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
1ˆ⊗ 1ˆ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1ˆ⊗ O ⊗
m+1−s︷ ︸︸ ︷
1ˆ⊗ 1ˆ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1ˆ
O(0) := OH1 , O(s) := OH1 +OH2 + · · ·+OHs − sOHs+1 , (70)
for s = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Also,
∑
σ1
and
∑
σ2
are the summation with respect to the permutations σ1 for {1, 2, . . . ,m1}
and σ2 for {1, 2, . . . ,m2}, respectively.
We then obtain an upper bound of |Dw2D˜w1tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
)| for ~a = ~0 and ~b = ~0. From the explicit form given in
Proposition 2, we have∣∣∣∣Dw2D˜w1tr(fXΦ~a,~b) ∣∣∣
~a=0,~b=0
∣∣∣∣
≤βm2 |τ |m1 max
σ1,σ2
∣∣∣∣〈f (0)X f (1)X1,σ1(1)f (2)X1,σ1(2) · · · f (m1)X1,σ1(m1)h(m1+1)X2,σ2(1)h(m1+2)X2,σ2(2) · · ·h(m)X2,σ2(m2)〉m+10
∣∣∣∣ . (71)
In order to bound the right-hand side of (71), we utilize the following proposition (see Appendix C for the proof):
Proposition 3. Let O0 ∈ B(H) be an operator supported on a subset L ⊆ V such that tr(O0) = 0. We then
consider arbitrary m operators {Os}ms=1 (Os ∈ B(H)) which are supported on w := {Xs}ms=1 respectively and satisfy
tr(Os) = 0 for s = 1, 2 . . . ,m. For each of {Os}ms=0, we define O(s)s as in Eq. (70). We then prove∣∣∣∣〈O(0)0 O(1)1 O(2)2 · · ·O(m)m 〉m+10
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖O0‖ m∏
s=1
2NXs|wL‖Os‖. (72)
where wL := {L,X1, X2, . . . , Xm} and NXs|wL is a number of subsets in wL that have overlap with Xs (Fig. 3):
NXs|wL = #{X ∈ wL|X 6= Xs, X ∩Xs 6= ∅}. (73)
Remark. We note that the following simple estimation cannot be used. Because Eq. (70) gives ‖O(s)‖ ≤ 2s‖O‖,
we immediately obtain∣∣∣∣〈f (0)X f (1)X1,1 · · · f (m1)X1,m1h(m1+1)X2,1 · · ·h(m)X2,m2〉m+10
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2mm1!m2!‖fX‖ m1∏
s=1
‖fX1,s‖
m2∏
s′=1
‖hX2,s′‖. (74)
However, this estimation is too loose and cannot ensure the convergence of Eq. (64). We thus need more refined
analysis, and Proposition 3 plays a crucial role in proving the convergence of the cluster expansion.
By applying the proposition 3 to the upper bound (71), we have∣∣∣∣Dw2D˜w1tr(fXΦ~a,~b) ∣∣∣~a=0,~b=0
∣∣∣∣ ≤ (2β)m2(2|τ |)m1‖fX‖ m1∏
s1=1
NX1,s1 |wX‖fX1,s1 ‖
m2∏
s2=1
NX2,s2 |wX‖hX2,s2 ‖, (75)
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Figure 3: NXs|wL is defined by a number of subsets in w that have overlap with Xs. When wL = {L,X1, X2, X3, X4} is given as
above, we have NX1|wL = 3, NX2|wL = 3, NX3|wL = 2 and NX4|wL = 1.
where wX = {X,X1,1, . . . , X1,m1 , X2,1, . . . , X2,m2}. From the above inequality, the equation (64) is bounded from
above by
log
[
tr
(
e−τF~1ρ~1
)]
+ τtr(Fρ~1) =
∑
X∈Ek
∞∑
m1=1
∞∑
m2=0
∑
w1∈Cm1 ,w2∈Cm2
w1⊕w2∈GXm1+m2
−τnw1nw2
(m1 + 1)!m2!
Dw2D˜w1tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
) ∣∣∣
~a=~0,~b=~0
≤
∑
X∈Ek
∞∑
m1=1
∞∑
m2=0
∑
w1∈Cm1 ,w2∈Cm2
w1⊕w2∈GXm1+m2
|τ |(2β)m2(2|τ |)m1nw1nw2
(m1 + 1)!m2!
Ψ(m1,m2)wX (76)
with Ψ(m1,m2)wX := ‖fX‖
∏m1
s1=1NX1,s1 |wX‖fX1,s1‖
∏m2
s2=1NX2,s2 |wX‖hX2,s2 ‖, where we use Eq. (66) in the first equa-
tion. For a fixed {w,m1,m2}, the number of combinations for w1 and w2 satisfying w1 ⊕ w2 = w is smaller than(
m1+m2
m1
)
. Also, we have nw ≥ nw1nw2 , and hence the inequality (76) further reduces to
log
[
tr
(
e−τF~1ρ~1
)]
+ τtr(Fρ~1) ≤
∑
X∈Ek
∞∑
m=1
m∑
m1=1
∑
w∈GXm
(
m
m1
) |τ |(2β)m−m1(2|τ |)m1nw
(m1 + 1)!(m−m1)! Ψ
(m1,m−m1)
wX
≤
∑
X∈Ek
∞∑
m=1
2m−1|τ |
m∑
m1=1
(
m
m1
)
(2β)m−m1(2|τ |)m1
∑
w∈GXm
nw
m! Ψ
(m1,m−m1)
wX , (77)
where in the first inequality we set m1 +m2 = m, and in the second inequality, we use 1(m1+1)!(m−m1)! ≤ 2
m−1
m! .
In order to estimate the convergence rate of the expansion in (77), we prove the following proposition (see
Appendix D for the proof):
Proposition 4. Let {oX}X∈Ek be arbitrary operators such that∑
X:X3v
‖oX‖ ≤ g for ∀v ∈ V (78)
Then, for an arbitrary subset L, we obtain
∑
w∈GLm
nw
m!
m∏
s=1
NXs|wL‖oXs‖ ≤
1
2e
|L|/k(2e3gk)m. (79)
By using Proposition 4 with L = X, we can derive an upper bound of∑
w∈GXm
nw
m! Ψ
(m1,m−m1)
wX ≤
e
2(2e
3gk)m‖fX‖, (80)
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which yields,
m∑
m1=1
(
m
m1
)
(2β)m−m1(2|τ |)m1
∑
w∈GXm
nw
m! Ψ
(m1,m−m1)
wX ≤
m∑
m1=1
(
m
m1
)
(2β)m−m1(2|τ |)m1 e2(2e
3gk)m‖fX‖
=e2‖fX‖(4e
3gk)m[(β + |τ |)m − βm]. (81)
This reduces the inequality (77) to
log
[
tr
(
e−τF~1ρ~1
)]
+ τtr(Fρ~1)
≤
∑
X∈Ek
‖fX‖
∞∑
m=1
2m−1|τ |e2(4e
3gk)m[(β + |τ |)m − βm],
≤e|τ |4 F¯
(
(β + |τ |)/βc
1− (β + |τ |)/βc −
β/βc
1− β/βc
)
≤ τ
2/βc
1− (β + |τ |)/βc F¯ =
τ2F¯
βc − β − |τ | , (82)
where we use the notation of βc = 1/(8e3gk) and the notation of F¯ as F¯ :=
∑
|X|≤k ‖fX‖. This completes the
proof of Theorem 1. 
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Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 1
For the proof, we first rewrite
Dw2D˜w1 log
[
tr
(
e−τF~bρ~a
)] ∣∣∣
~a=~0,~b=~0
= Dw2D˜w1 log
[
tr
(
e
−τF~bw1 ρ~aw2
)] ∣∣∣
~aw2=~0,~bw1=~0
, (A.1)
where we define ~aw as a parameter vector such that only the elements in w are non-zero, namely
(~aw)X
{
6= 0 for X ∈ w,
= 0 for X /∈ w. (A.2)
An element of aX in ~a is denoted by (~a)X . In the same way, we define ~bw.
We now need to prove
Dw2D˜w1 log
[
tr
(
e
−τF~bw1 ρ~aw2
)] ∣∣∣
~aw2=~0,~bw1=~0
= 0 (A.3)
for w1⊕w2 /∈ G|w1|+|w2|. The unconnected condition of the cluster w1⊕w2 implies the existence of the decomposition
of
w1 ⊕ w2 = (w˜1 ⊕ w˜2)⊕ ( ˜˜w1 ⊕ ˜˜w2), Vw˜1⊕w˜2 ∩ V ˜˜w1⊕ ˜˜w2 = ∅, (A.4)
where w1 = w˜1 ⊕ ˜˜w1 and w2 = w˜2 ⊕ ˜˜w2 with |w˜1 ⊕ w˜2| > 0 and | ˜˜w1 ⊕ ˜˜w2| > 0. Then, the operator F~bw1 = F~bw˜1⊕w˜1
can be decomposed as
F~bw˜1⊕w˜1 = F~bw˜1 + F~bw˜1 , (A.5)
which yields
e
−τF~bw1 = e−τF~bw˜1 ⊗ e−τF~bw˜1 (A.6)
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because of Vw˜1 ∩ V ˜˜w1 = ∅. Notice that the operators F~bw˜1 and F~bw˜1 are supported on the subsets Vw˜1 and V ˜˜w1 ,
respectively. Also, the density matrix ρ~aw2 = ρ~aw˜2⊕w˜2 is now defined by using the Hamiltonian
H~aw2 = H~aw˜2⊕w˜2 = H~aw˜2 +H~aw˜2 , (A.7)
and hence e−βH~aw2 = e−βH~aw˜2 ⊗ e−βH~aw˜2 . Therefore, from Eqs. (A.4) and (A.6), we obtain
tr
(
e
−τF~bw1 ρ~aw2
)
= tr
(
e
−τF~bw˜1 ρ~aw˜2
)
tr
(
e
−τF~bw˜1 ρ~aw˜2
)
. (A.8)
The equation (A.8) implies
Dw2D˜w1 log
[
tr
(
e
−τF~bw1 ρ~aw2
)]
=Dw˜2D ˜˜w2D˜w˜1D˜ ˜˜w1
(
log
[
tr
(
e
−τF~bw˜1 ρ~aw˜2
)]
+ log
[
tr
(
e
−τF~bw˜1 ρ~aw˜2
)])
. (A.9)
Finally, because of
D ˜˜w2D˜ ˜˜w1 log
[
tr
(
e
−τF~bw˜1 ρ~aw˜2
)]
= 0, Dw˜2D˜w˜1 log
[
tr
(
e
−τF~bw˜1 ρ~aw˜2
)]
= 0 (A.10)
for |w˜1 ⊕ w˜2| > 0 and | ˜˜w1 ⊕ ˜˜w2| > 0, Eq. (A.9) reduces to
Dw2D˜w1 log
[
tr
(
e
−τF~bw1 ρ~aw2
)]
= 0. (A.11)
This gives the equation (A.3) and completes the proof of Proposition 1. 
Appendix B. Proof of Proposition 2
We here show the proof of Proposition 2, which gives the explicit form of Dw2D˜w1tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
)∣∣
~a=~0,~b=~0. For the
proof, we first consider the Taylor expansion with respect to β and τ :
tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
)
=
∞∑
m1=0
∞∑
m2=0
τm1
m1!
βm2
m2!
∂m2
∂βm2
∂m1
∂τm1
tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
) ∣∣∣∣
β=0,τ=0
(B.1)
The following lemma gives the explicit form of the derivatives:
Lemma 2. By using the notation (70), we obtain derivatives of log
[
tr
(
e−τF~be−βH~a
)]
with respect to β and τ as
∂m2
∂βm2
∂m1
∂τm1
tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
)
= (−1)mtrH⊗m+1
(
f
(0)
X F (1)~b · · · F
(m1)
~b
Φ⊗m+1
~a,~b
H
(m1+1)
~a H
(m1+2)
~a · · ·H(m)~a
)
, (B.2)
where m = m1 +m2. This yields for β = τ = 0
∂m2
∂βm2
∂m1
∂τm1
tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
) ∣∣∣∣
β=0,τ=0
= (−1)m
〈
f
(0)
X F (1)~b · · · F
(m1)
~b
H
(m1+1)
~a H
(m1+2)
~a · · ·H(m)~a
〉m+1
0
, (B.3)
where we use the notation (68), Φ~a,~b = 1ˆ/DH for β = 0 and τ = 0 (see the definition (67)).
By taking Dw2D˜w1 with |w1| = m1 and |w2| = m2, only the m1th order terms of τ and m2th order terms of β
survives in Eq. (B.1), respectively. Hence, we have
Dw2D˜w1tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
) ∣∣
~a=0,~b=0
=τ
m1
m1!
βm2
m2!
Dw2D˜w1
(
∂m2
∂βm2
∂m1
∂τm1
tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
) ∣∣∣∣
β=0,τ=0
)
=(−τ)
m1(−β)m2
m1!m2!
Dw2D˜w1
〈
f
(0)
X F (1)~b · · · F
(m1)
~b
H
(m1+1)
~a H
(m1+2)
~a · · ·H(m)~a
〉m+1
0
∣∣∣∣
~a=0,~b=0
, (B.4)
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where the second equation comes from Lemma 2.
By using the permutations of σ1 and σ2, we obtain
D˜w1F (1)~b F
(2)
~b
· · · F (m1)~b
∣∣
~b=0=
∑
σ1
f
(1)
X1,σ1(1)
f
(2)
X1,σ1(2)
· · · f (m1)X1,σ1(m1) ,
Dw2H(m1+1)~a H(m1+2)~a · · ·H(m)~a
∣∣
~a=0=
∑
σ2
h
(m1+1)
X2,σ2(1)
h
(m1+2)
X2,σ2(2)
· · ·h(m)X2,σ2(m2) . (B.5)
By combining Eqs. (B.4) and (B.5), we obtain Eq. (69). This completes the proof of Proposition 2. 
Proof of Lemma 2. For the proof, we relies on the induction method. For m1 +m2 = 1, we can obtain Eq. (B.2)
because of
∂
∂β
tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
)
= tr
(
fXΦ~a,~bH~a
)
− tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
)
· tr
(
Φ~a,~bH~a
)
= trH⊗2
(
f
(0)
X Φ
⊗2
~a,~b
H
(1)
~a
)
(B.6)
and
∂
∂τ
tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
)
= tr
(
fXF~bΦ~a,~b
)
− tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
)
· tr
(
F~bΦ~a,~b
)
= trH⊗2
(
f
(0)
X F (1)~b Φ
⊗2
~a,~b
)
(B.7)
We then assume Eq. (B.2) for m1 +m2 = m− 1 and prove the case of m1 +m2 = m. We first consider the case
of ∂m2+1∂βm2+1
∂m1
∂τm1 with m1 +m2 = m− 1. The assumption for m1 +m2 = m− 1 gives
∂m2+1
∂βm2+1
∂m1
∂τm1
tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
)
= ∂
∂β
(−1)m−1trH⊗m+1
(
f
(0)
X F (1)~b · · · F
(m1)
~b
Φ⊗m+1
~a,~b
H
(m1+1)
~a H
(m1+2)
~a · · ·H(m−1)~a
)
, (B.8)
Then, we have
∂
∂β
Φ⊗m+1
~a,~b
= ∂
∂β
(
e−τF~be−βH~a
tr(e−τF~be−βH~a)
)⊗m
= −Φ⊗m+1
~a,~b
m∑
s=1
H~a,Hs +m
(
e−τF~be−βH~a
)⊗m tr(e−τF~be−βH~aH~a)
[tr(e−τF~be−βH~a)]m+1
= −Φ⊗m+1
~a,~b
m∑
s=1
H~a,Hs + trHm+1
(
mΦ⊗m+1
~a,~b
H~a,Hm+1
)
= −trHm+1
(
Φ⊗m+1
~a,~b
H
(m)
~a
)
(B.9)
By combining Eqs. (B.8) and (B.9), we obtain
∂m2+1
∂βm2+1
∂m1
∂τm1
tr
(
fXΦ~a,~b
)
=(−1)mtrH⊗m+1
(
f
(0)
X F (1)~b · · · F
(m1)
~b
Φ⊗m+1
~a,~b
H
(m)
~a H
(m1+1)
~a H
(m1+2)
~a · · ·H(m−1)~a
)
. (B.10)
We thus obtain Eq. (B.2) by using [H(s)~a , H
(s′)
~a ] = 0 for ∀s, s′. The same analysis can be applied to the case of
∂m2
∂βm2
∂m1+1
∂τm1+1 . This completes the proof of Eq. (B.2) for m1 +m2 = m. 
Appendix C. Proof of Proposition 3
For the proof, we first notice that from Eq. (68),
〈
O
(0)
0 O
(1)
1 O
(2)
2 · · ·O(m)m
〉m+1
0
consists of a summation of
multiplications as follows:
tr(Ou1)
DH
· tr(Ou2)
DH
· · · tr(Ouq )
DH
, (C.1)
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X1
X2
X3
L
Figure C.4: The definition of the subsets {L,X1, X2, X3} which support the operators {O0, O1, O2, O3}, respectively.
where each of {uj}qj=1 is an integer subset in {0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ,m} with |uj | ≥ 2 and u1⊕u2⊕· · ·⊕uq = {0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ,m};
also for u = {i1, i2, . . . , i|u|}, we define Ou := Ol1Oi2 · · ·Oi|u| with 0 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < i|u| ≤ m. We notice that
each of the sets {uj}qj=1 in (C.1) is irreducible in the sense that {Xi1 , Xi2 , . . . , Xi|u|} ∈ G|u| (u = {i1, i2, . . . , i|u|}).
We then obtain the following decomposition:
〈
O
(0)
0 O
(1)
1 O
(2)
2 · · ·O(m)m
〉m+1
0
=
n/2∑
q=1
∑
u1,u2,...,uq
Nu1,u2,...,uq
tr(Ou1)
DH
· tr(Ou2)
DH
· · · tr(Ouq )
DH
, (C.2)
where Nu1,u2,...,uq ∈ Z is a non-trivial coefficient which can be calculated from (70).
For example, let us consider the case of m = 4 as shown in Fig. C.4. Because of tr(Os) = 0 for s = 0, 1, 2, 3, we
have 〈
O
(0)
0 O
(1)
1 O
(2)
2 · · ·O(3)3
〉4
0
=tr(O0O1O2O3)
DH
− tr(O0O1)
DH
tr(O2O3)
DH
− tr(O0O2)
DH
tr(O1O3)
DH
− tr(O0O3)
DH
tr(O1O2)
DH
(C.3)
Then, due to L ∩X1 = L ∩X2 = ∅ from Fig. C.4, only the sets of {0, 1, 2, 3}, {0, 3} and {1, 2} are irreducible. We
thus obtain 〈
O
(0)
0 O
(1)
1 O
(2)
2 · · ·O(3)3
〉4
0
=tr(O0O1O2O3)
DH
− tr(O0O3)
DH
tr(O1O2)
DH
. (C.4)
This yields N{0,1,2,3} = 1 and N{0,3},{1,2} = −1.
Our task is now to estimate the upper bound of
N
(
O
(0)
0 O
(1)
1 O
(2)
2 · · ·O(m)m
)
:=
n/2∑
q=1
∑
u1,u2,...,uq
|Nu1,u2,...,uq |. (C.5)
Because of
tr(Ou1)
DH
· tr(Ou2)
DH
· · · tr(Ouq )
DH
≤ ‖O0‖
m∏
s=1
‖Os‖, (C.6)
we obtain the upper bound〈
O
(0)
0 O
(1)
1 O
(2)
2 · · ·O(m)m
〉m+1
0
≤ N
(
O
(0)
0 O
(1)
1 O
(2)
2 · · ·O(m)m
)
‖O0‖
m∏
s=1
‖Os‖. (C.7)
In order to estimate the upper bound of N
(
O
(0)
0 O
(1)
1 O
(2)
2 · · ·O(m)m
)
, we consider a more general form as follows:
1
Dlm+1H
trH⊗lm+1
(
O
(0)
0 O
(l1)
1 O
(l2)
2 · · ·O(lm)m
)
=
〈
O
(0)
0 O
(l1)
1 O
(l2)
2 · · ·O(lm)m
〉lm+1
0
, (C.8)
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where 1 ≤ l1 < l2 < · · · < lm <∞. We then aim to prove
N
(
O
(0)
0 O
(l1)
1 O
(l2)
2 · · ·O(lm)m
)
≤
m∏
s=1
2NXs|wL . (C.9)
By applying the above inequality with {l1, l2, . . . , lm} = {1, 2, . . . ,m} to Ineq. (C.7), we obtain the inequality (72)
In the following, we give the proof of (C.9) by using mathematical induction. For m = 1, we have
〈
O
(0)
0 O
(l1)
1
〉l1+1
0
= trH⊗l1+1
O0,H1
−l1O1,Hl1+1 + l1∑
j=1
O1,Hj

= tr(O0O1)− tr(O0) · tr(O1) = tr(O0O1), (C.10)
which gives N (O(0)0 O(1)1 ) = 1 as long as X0 ∩ X1 6= ∅, where we define O1,Hj as in Eq. (70). We thus prove the
inequality (C.9) for m = 1.
We then prove the case of m = M by assuming the inequality (72) for m = M − 1. For the purpose, we
introduce Cs,s′ as a operation which applies to Ou,Hj (j = 1, 2, . . . ,m+ 1) as follows:
Cs,s′Ou,Hj :=
{
0 for {s, s′} ⊂ u,
Ou,Hj , otherwise
(C.11)
where the operator Cs,s′ acts on the index subspace u ⊂ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Roughly speaking, the operator Cs,s′
prohibits the two operator Os and Os′ to be in the same Hilbert space.
From the definition (C.11), we obtain
N
(
Cs,s′O(0)0 O(l1)1 O(l2)2 · · ·O(lM )M
)
≤ N
(
O
(0)
0 O
(l1)
1 O
(l2)
2 · · ·O(lM )M
)
(C.12)
and
Cs,s′O(ls)s O(ls′ )s′ = Cs,s′O(ls′ )s′ O(ls)s or Cs,s′
[
O(ls)s , O
(ls′ )
s′
]
= 0, (C.13)
where [·, ·] is the commutator. Also, the definition (C.11) implies
O(ls)s O
(ls′ )
s′ = (OsOs′)(ls) + Cs,s′O(ls)s O(ls′ )s′ (C.14)
for ls < ls′ .
We here denote byOs0 the operator that has the minimumNXs|wL , namelyNXs0 |wL ≤ NXs|wL (s = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,M).
We also define {s1, s2, . . . , sm˜} (s1 ≤ s2 ≤ · · · ≤ sm˜) as the indices which satisfy Xsj ∩ Xs0 6= ∅; notice that
m˜ = NXs0 |wL . In the following, we assume s0 ≤ s1 for the simplicity, but the same discussion is applied to the
general cases. Because Os0 commutes with Os if s /∈ {s1, s2, . . . , sm˜}, we have
O
(0)
0 O
(l1)
1 O
(l2)
2 · · ·O(lM )M =O(0)0 O(l1)1 · · ·O
(ls1−1)
s1−1 O
(ls0 )
s0 O
(ls1 )
s1 · · ·O(lM )M
=O(0)0 O
(l1)
1 · · · (Os0Os1)(ls0 ) · · ·O(lM )M + Cs0,s1O(0)0 O(l1)1 O(l2)2 · · ·O(lM )M , (C.15)
where in the second equality we use Eq. (C.14). In the same way, from Eq. (C.13), we have
Cs0,s1O(0)0 O(l1)1 O(l2)2 · · ·O(lM )M = Cs0,s1O(0)0 O(l1)1 · · · (Os0Os2)(ls0 ) · · ·O(lM )M + Cs0,s1Cs0,s2O(0)0 O(l1)1 O(l2)2 · · ·O(lM )M .
(C.16)
By repeating this process, we finally obtain
O
(0)
0 O
(l1)
1 O
(l2)
2 · · ·O(lM )M = O(0)0 O(l1)1 · · · (Os0Os1)(ls0 ) · · ·O(lM )M
+ Cs0,s1O(0)0 O(l1)1 · · · (Os0Os2)(ls0 ) · · ·O(lM )M
+ Cs0,s1Cs0,s2O(0)0 O(l1)1 · · · (Os0Os3)(ls0 ) · · ·O(lM )M
+ · · ·+ Cs0,s1Cs0,s2 · · · Cs0,sm˜−1O(0)0 O(l1)1 · · · (Os0Osm˜)(ls0 ) · · ·O(lM )M
+ Cs0,s1Cs0,s2 · · · Cs0,sm˜O(0)0 O(l1)1 O(l2)2 · · ·O(lM )M . (C.17)
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Figure D.5: Decomposition of wL in Eq. (D.2). In the picture, we have w0 = {L}, w1 = {X2, X3, X4, X8, X9}, w2 = {X5, X7, X10, X11}
and w3 = {X1, X6, X12}.
From tr(Os) = 0 for s = 0, 1, . . . ,M , we obtain tr
(
Cs0,s1Cs0,s2 · · · Cs0,sm˜O(0)0 O(l1)1 O(l2)2 · · ·O(lM )M
)
= 0, and hence
N
(
Cs0,s1Cs0,s2 · · · Cs0,sm˜O(0)0 O(l1)1 O(l2)2 · · ·O(lM )M
)
= 0. (C.18)
By combining the equation (C.17) with the relations (C.12) and (C.18), we have
N
(
O
(0)
0 O
(l1)
1 O
(l2)
2 · · ·O(lM )M
)
≤ N
(
O
(0)
0 O
(l1)
1 · · · (Os0Os1)(ls0 ) · · ·O(lM )M
)
+N
(
O
(0)
0 O
(l1)
1 · · · (Os0Os2)(ls0 ) · · ·O(lM )M
)
+N
(
O
(0)
0 O
(l1)
1 · · · (Os0Os3)(ls0 ) · · ·O(lM )M
)
+ · · ·+N
(
O
(0)
0 O
(l1)
1 · · · (Os0Osm˜)(ls0 ) · · ·O(lM )M
)
. (C.19)
We now upperbound each of the terms in the right-hand side of (C.19). The assumption of Ineq. (C.9) for
m = M − 1 implies the upper bound of
N
(
O
(0)
0 O
(l1)
1 · · · (Os0Os1)(ls0 ) · · ·O(lM )M
)
≤ 2NXs0∪Xs1 |wL
∏
s6=s0,s1
2NXs|wL
≤ 2(NXs0 |wL +NXs1 |wL)
∏
s 6=s0,s1
2NXs|wL ≤ 2
∏
s6=s0
2NXs|wL , (C.20)
where we use NXs0∪Xs1 |wL ≤ NXs0 |wL + NXs1 |wL ≤ 2NXs1 |wL due to NXs0 |wL ≤ NXs|wL (s = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,M). By
combining the two inequalities (C.19) and (C.20), we finally obtain
N
(
O
(0)
0 O
(l1)
1 O
(l2)
2 · · ·O(lM )M
)
≤ 2m˜
∏
s6=s0
2NXs|wL =
M∏
s=1
2NXs|wL . (C.21)
This completes the proof of the inequality (C.9). 
Appendix D. Proof of Proposition 4
We here obtain an upper bound of
∑
w∈GLm
nw
m!
m∏
s=1
NXs|wL‖oXs‖. (D.1)
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In order to estimate the summation, we first decompose wL as follows:
wL = w0 ⊕ w1 ⊕ w2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ wl, 1 ≤ l ≤ m, (D.2)
where w0 = {L} and wj ⊂ wL satisfy dist(wj , w0) = j for j = 1, 2, . . . , l. Here, we define dist(wj , w0) as the
shortest path length in the cluster w0 ⊕ w1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ wj−1 which connects from wj to w0. We also define qj := |wj |
with qj ≥ 1. We then obtain
∑
w∈GLm
nw =
m∑
l=1
∑
{q1,q2,...,ql}
nw
nw1nw2 · · ·nwl
∑
w1|w0
nw1
∑
w2|w0,w1
nw2 · · ·
∑
wl|w0,w1,...,wl−1
nwl , (D.3)
where
∑
wj |w0,w1,...,wj−1 denotes the summation with respect to wj such that dist(wj , w0) = j when {w1, w2, . . . , wj−1}
are fixed. Note that w0 has been already fixed as w0 = {L}. Also, because the subsets in wj have overlaps with
those only in wj−1, wj and wj+1, we have
N
X
(j)
s |wL = NX(j)s |wj−1⊕wj⊕wj+1 for s = 1, 2, . . . qj , (D.4)
where we denote wj = {X(j)s }qjs=1.
By using the above decomposition, we can reduce the inequality (D.1) to
∑
w∈GLm
nw
m!
m∏
s=1
NXs|wL‖oXs‖ ≤
1
m!
m∑
l=1
∑
{q1,q2,...,ql}
m!
q1!q2! . . . ql!
∑
w1|w0
nw1
q1∏
s1=1
N
X
(1)
s1 |w0⊕w1⊕w2
∥∥∥oX(1)s1 ∥∥∥×
∑
w2|w0,w1
nw2
q2∏
s2=1
N
X
(2)
s2 |w1⊕w2⊕w3
∥∥∥oX(2)s2 ∥∥∥× · · · × ∑
wl|w0,...,wl−1
nwl
ql∏
sl=1
N
X
(l)
sl
|wl−1⊕wl
∥∥∥oX(l)sl ∥∥∥ , (D.5)
where we used the equation of
nw
nw1nw2 · · ·nwl
= m!
q1!q2! . . . ql!
, (D.6)
which is derived from the fact that the elements of wi and wj are different for arbitrary i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l}.
In the following, we aim to calculate the upper bound of
∑
wj |w0,...,wj−1
nwj
qj∏
sj=1
N
X
(j)
sj
|wj−1⊕wj⊕wj+1
∥∥∥∥oX(j)sj
∥∥∥∥ (D.7)
only by using qj−1, qj , qj+1, which does not depend on the details of wj−1, wj , wj+1. For the purpose, we start from
the summation with respect to wl:
∑
wl−1|w0,...,wl−2
nwl−1
ql−1∏
sl−1=1
N
X
(l−1)
sl−1 |wl−2⊕wl−1⊕wl
∥∥∥∥oX(l−1)sl−1
∥∥∥∥ ∑
wl|w0,...,wl−1
nwl
ql∏
sl=1
N
X
(l)
sl
|wl−1⊕wl
∥∥∥oX(l)sl ∥∥∥
≤
 max
w˜l∈Cql
∑
wl−1|w0,...,wl−2
nwl−1
ql−1∏
sl−1=1
N
X
(l−1)
sl−1 |wl−2⊕wl−1⊕w˜l
∥∥∥∥oX(l−1)sl−1
∥∥∥∥

×
 ∑
wl|w0,...,wl−1
nwl
ql∏
sl=1
N
X
(l)
sl
|wl−1⊕wl
∥∥∥oX(l)sl ∥∥∥
 . (D.8)
For fixed {w1, w2, . . . , wl−1}, we aim to obtain an upper bound of
∑
wl|w0,...,wl−1
nwl
ql∏
sl=1
N
X
(l)
sl
|wl−1⊕wl
∥∥∥oX(l)sl ∥∥∥ , (D.9)
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only by using ql and ql−1.
First, we have
∑
wl|w0,...,wl−1
nwl
ql∏
sl=1
N
X
(l)
sl
|wl−1⊕wl
∥∥∥oX(l)sl ∥∥∥ ≤
ql∏
sl=1
 ∑
X
(l)
sl
:X(l)sl ∩Vwl−1 6=0
N
X
(l)
sl
|wl−1⊕wl
∥∥∥oX(l)sl ∥∥∥

≤
 max
w˜l∈Cql
∑
X:X∩Vwl−1 6=0
NX|wl−1⊕w˜l ‖oX‖
ql . (D.10)
We then prove the following inequality for arbitrary w ∈ C|w|:
∑
X:X∩Vw 6=∅
NX|w ‖oX‖ ≤ g
|w|∑
j=1
|Xj | for ∀w, (D.11)
where we denote w = {Xj}|w|j=1. For the proof of (D.11), we start from the inequality as∑
X:X∩Vw 6=∅
NX|w ‖oX‖ ≤
∑
v∈Vw
∑
X:X3v
nv|w‖oX‖ (D.12)
where nv|w is a number of subsets in w which have overlaps with the spin v. From the condition (78), we obtain
∑
v∈Vw
∑
X:X3v
nv|w‖oX‖ ≤ g
∑
v∈Vw
nv|w = g
|w|∑
j=1
|Xj |. (D.13)
Finally, by combining the inequalities (D.12) and (D.13), we obtain the inequality (D.11). By using the inequal-
ity (D.11) with w = wl−1 ⊕ w˜l, the inequality (D.14) reduces to
∑
wl|wl−1
ql∏
sl=1
N
X
(l)
sl
|wl−1⊕wl
∥∥∥oX(l)sl ∥∥∥ ≤ [gk(ql−1 + ql)]ql , (D.14)
where we use the fact that the cardinality of X ∈ Ek satisfies |X| ≤ k.
After the summation with respect to wl, we can apply the same calculation for the summation with respect to
wl−1 for a fixed wl−2:
∑
wl−2|w0,...,wl−3
nwl−2
ql−2∏
sl−2=1
N
X
(l−2)
sl−2 |wl−3⊕wl−2⊕wl−1
∥∥∥∥oX(l−2)sl−2
∥∥∥∥
×
 max
w˜l∈Cql
∑
wl−1|w0,...,wl−2
nwl−1
ql−1∏
sl−1=1
N
X
(l−1)
sl−1 |wl−2⊕wl−1⊕w˜l
∥∥∥∥oX(l−1)sl−1
∥∥∥∥

≤
 max
w˜l−1∈Cql−1
∑
wl−2|w0,...,wl−3
nwl−2
ql−2∏
sl−2=1
N
X
(l−2)
sl−2 |wl−3⊕wl−2⊕w˜l−1
∥∥∥∥oX(l−2)sl−2
∥∥∥∥

×
 max
w˜l∈Cql
∑
wl−1|w0,...,wl−2
nwl−1
ql−1∏
sl−1=1
N
X
(l−1)
sl−1 |wl−2⊕wl−1⊕w˜l
∥∥∥∥oX(l−1)sl−1
∥∥∥∥
 . (D.15)
In the same way as the derivation of Ineq. (D.14), we obtain
max
w˜l∈Cql
∑
wl−1|w0,...,wl−2
nwl−1
ql−1∏
sl−1=1
N
X
(l−1)
sl−1 |wl−2⊕wl−1⊕w˜l
∥∥∥∥oX(l−1)sl−1
∥∥∥∥ ≤ [gk(ql−2 + ql−1 + ql)]ql−1 . (D.16)
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By repeating this process, we finally obtain
∑
w∈GLm
nw
m!
m∏
s=1
NXs|wL ‖oXs‖ ≤
m∑
l=1
∑
{q1,q2,...,ql}
1
q1!q2! . . . ql!
[g(|L|+ kq1 + kq2)]q1
l∏
j=2
[gk(qj−1 + qj + qj+1)]qj ,
(D.17)
where we set ql+1 = 0. By using n! ≥ (n/e)n and eqj [(qj−1 + qj + qj+1)/qj ]qj ≤ eqj−1+qj+qj+1 , we have
1
q1!q2! . . . ql!
[g(|L|+ kq1 + kq2)]q1
l∏
j=2
[gk(qj−1 + qj + qj+1)]qj
≤(gk)me|L|/k exp
 l∑
j=1
(qj−1 + qj + qj+1)
 ≤ e|L|/k(e3gk)m, (D.18)
which yields ∑
w∈GLm
nw
m!
m∏
s=1
NXs|wL ‖oXs‖ ≤
m∑
l=1
∑
{q1,q2,...,ql}
e|L|/k(e3gk)m. (D.19)
The summation with respect to {q1, q2, . . . , ql} is equal to the (m− l)-multicombination from a set of l elements:∑
{q1,q2,...,ql}
=
((
l
m− l
))
=
(
m− 1
l − 1
)
, (D.20)
and hence ∑
w∈GLm
nw
m!
m∏
s=1
NXs|wL ‖oXs‖ ≤
m∑
l=1
(
m− 1
l − 1
)
e|L|/k(e3gk)m = 12e
|L|/k(2e3gk)m. (D.21)
This completes the proof of Proposition 4. 
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